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Let m s2 be an integer. We define four families of m-adic residue codes of prime length and 
use their basic properties to define four families of codes called polyadic codes of which duadic 
and triadic codes are special instances. We characterize pdyadic codes in terms of idempotents 
and in terms of cyclotomic cosets and investigate their existence in the case of prime iength. 
1. Introduction 
Throughout n denotes a positive integer and q denotes a power of a prime :Y% 
that n and q are relatively prime. The vector space of n-tuples over the finite field 
GF(q) is denoted by V. A cyclic code (of length n over GF(q)) is a subspace C of 
V which is invariant under the coordinate permutation i --, i + l(mod K), i = 0, 1, . . . , 
n-l; (co,+..., c,_JtzC implies (ct,~,..., c,_,,ce)~C. A vector @+cr,...,c,_r) 
in V can be identified with the polynomial 
c(x) = ce+crx+ --- +c,_rx”-1, 
and then a cyclic code is an ideal of the principal ideal rirr% 
R,, = GF(q)[x]/(x” - 1). 
Associated with a cyclic code C are two distinguish4 prQnomials each of which 
generates C as an ideal of R, . The first of these is the gewrator polynomial g(x) 
which is the unique manic divisor of x”- 1 (in GF@)ix]) which generates C. The 
other is the idempotent e(x) which is the unique_ pdynomial satisfying e’(x) = e(x) 
which generates C. For each a(x) in C, e(x)&) =c<.& We write 
Let 
C= (g(x)) = (e(x)). 
C’ = (g’(x)) = (e’(x)) 
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be another cyclic code. Then the sum C+ C’ and the intersection C n C’ are cyclic 
codes having generator polynomials and idempotents as follows: 
C+C’= (GCD(g(x),g’(x)}) = (e(x)+e’(x)-e(x)e’(x)), (1-I) 
C n C’ = (LCM(g(x),g’(x))) = (e(x)e’(x)). (1.2) 
If follows from (1.1) and (1.2) that if C and D are cyclic codes with CGD, then 
there is a unique cyclic code C’ such that C+ C’=D and C fl C’= {O). We call C’ 
the complementary c clic code of C relative to D. Its idempotent is f(x) - e(x) where 
f(x) is the idempotent of D, and e(x) is the idempotent of C. When D= V, we refer 
to the complementary c clic code of C and use the notation C. Thus C is the unique 
cyclic code such that 
c+C= V, cnC= (0). 
The generator polynomial and idempotent of C are given respectively by 
x”-1 
g(x) = - 
g(x) ’ 
Z(x) = 1 -e(x). 
It follows readily that for cyclic codes Ct and C,, Cm2 = Ct + C2 and C-* = 
@-W,. 
Let h(x)= 1 +x+ -.- +.Y”-t. Then h(x) is the generator poiynomial for a minimal 
ideal Me of dimension 1 whose idempotent is h’(x)=(l/n)h(x). Let M,, . . . . M, be 
the other minimal ideals of R,, and let y be a primitive nth root of unity in some 




J&Jx-yk) (l lisr) (1.3) 
where Qt,...,Qr are the nonzero q-cyclotomic osets module n [2]. Every cyclic 
code C can be uniquely expressed as a sum of some of the minimal ideals 
Mo,M,,..., M, : C = C ie I Mi . The complementary cyclic code is C = C ic r Mi where 
r= (41 ,...,r) \I. 
Let a be an integer which is relatively prime to n. Then the mapping 
pu,:i+ai(modn) (i=O,l,...,n-1) 
is a permutation of (41, . . . , n - 1 }, and hence induces a coordinate permutation on 
vectors in V: If WE V, then &w) denotes the vector with Wi in position ai(mod n), 
i=O 1 , , . . . , n - 1. If WY V, then p,( IV) = (pa(w): w E IV>. We note that if c(x), 
d(x) E R, , then ,uCco(c(x)d(x)) =pJc(x))p,(d(x)) and p, induces an automorphism of 
R,,. (Not every permutation of (41, . . . , n - 1) induces an automorphism of R,, .) It 
follows that if C= (g(x)) = (e(x)), then B,(C)= (p,(g(x))) = ( pa(e(x))). The 
polynomial ,u,(g(x)) need not be the generator polynomial of p,(C) but p,(e(x)) is 
the idempotent of pa(C). 
Now suppose that n equals a prime p. Let H be the cyclic subgroup of the 
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multiplicative group G of nonzero elements of GF(p) which is generated by q. Then 
the nonzero q-cyclotomic osets Qr, . . . , Q, modulo p are the cosets of H in G. In 
particular, 1 Qi 1 =s (1 I is r) where s is the order of H, rs =p - 1, and the minimal 
ideals M 1, . . . ,M, all have dimension equal to s. (When n is not a prime, the 
nonzero cyclotomic osets do not have the same cardinality and hence the minimal 
ideals do not have the same dimension.) Let a E G be such that Ha generates the 
cyclic group G/H. Then the mapping pa has the properties 
Pa@) = 0, (1.4) 
lu, cyclically permutes the nonzero q-cyclotomic osets modulo p. (1 S) 
It follows from (1.5) that we may assume that the nonzero q-cyclotomic osets 
Q,,--,Qr modulo p have been ordered so that 
pu,(Qi) = Qi+ r (i = 1, . . . , r (mod r)). (l-6) 
Using the generator polynomials (1.3) for the minimal ideals M,, . . . ,M,, we obtain 
Cr,(Mi) = Mi+l (i = 1, . . . , r (mod r)). (1.7) 
Thus pu, cyclically permutes the minimal ideals M,, . . . , M,.. 
The dual CL of the cyclic code C consists of all vectors orthogonal to every vec- 
tor in C. The idempotent of Cl is 1 -,u_t(e(x)) where e(x) is the idempotent of C. 
We refer the reader to [2] for more information on the ideas discussed above. 
Let a=(ao,al,..., an-l) be in V. Then a is called even-like provided ao+ a1 + --- + 
a,_, =0 and odd-like otherwise [4]. A cyclic code is called even-like provided all of 
its vectors are even-like and is called odd-like provided it contains at least one odd- 
like vector. The set E of all even-like vectors in Vis a cyclic code of dimension  - 1, 
calledthe even-like subcode of V. It follows that E is the dual of the minimal ideal 
MO and hence that the idempotent of E is 1 -p_,(h’(x)) = 1 - h’(x). It also follows 
that E is the complementary cyclic code of MO: E=M, +M2 + SW- +M,. A cyclic 
code C is thus even-like if and only if C= Ciel Mi for some 1~ (1,2, . . . , r). 
Equivalently, C is even-like if and only if h $ C. 
An important family of cyclic codes is the family of quadratic residue codes [2]. 
In [l] Leon, Masley, and Pless introduced a family of binary codes called duadic 
codes which generalized binary quadratic residue codes. Duadic codes over GF(q) 
were investigated in [3,4,6,7]. Motivated by duadic codes, Pless and Rushanan [5] 
defined and investigated triadic codes. Let m ~2 be an integer. In this paper we 
define four families of m-adic residue codes of prime length and use their basic pro- 
perties to define four families of codes called polyadic codes of which duadic and 
triadic codes are special instances. We characterize polyadic codes in terms of idem- 
potents and in terms of cyclotomic cosets (or minimal ideals). We also investigate 
their existence in the case of prime length. 
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2. Gemralization of quadratic residue codes 
In this section p denotes a prime which is relatively prime to the prime power q, 
y denotes a primitive pth root of unity in an extension field of GF(q), m denotes 
a positive integer with m 1 (p - l), G denotes the cyclic multiplicative group of 
nonzero elements of GF(p), and H denotes the subgroup of G generated by q and 
s is its order. 
Let Q be the set of m-adic residues module p. Thus 
Q = ((Y’“: arzG), 
and Q is a subgroup of G. Because m 1 (p - l), it follows that IQ1 = (p - 1)/m and 
hence G/Q is a cyclic group of order m. Let Qe be a generator of G/Q. Then the 
cosets of Q in G are 
Ri=Qe’ (i=O,l,..., m-l). 
Now suppose that q E Q, that is, q is an m-adic residue module p. Then each Ri, 
being invariant under multiplication by q, is a union of some of the nonzero q- 
cyclotomic cosets Q,, . . . , Q, modulo p. Hence the polynomials 
xp-1 
gi(x)= nk,Ri(X__yk) (i=O,l,...,m-l), (2.1) 
&i(x)=; JJ (x-yk) (i=O,l,...,m-1) (2.2) 
kcR, 
belong to GF(q)[x]. Let 
Cj = <gi(x)> 
Ci = <pi> 
(i=O,l,..., m-l), (2.3) 
(i=O,l,..., m-1). (2.4) 
Then Ci and Ci (i=O, 1, . . . . m - 1) are complementary cyclic codes. Since 1 is a root 
of gi(x) and is not a root of &i(x), Ci is an even-like cyclic code and Ci is an odd-like 
cyclic code. Moreover, 
dimC= p-l, dimc=p- (p (i=O,l,..., m-l). 
m m 
(2.5) 
We call C,,C,, . . . . C,,_, the family of even-like m-adic residue codes of class I 
(over GF(q) of length p), and call Cc, C,, . . . , c,,,, _ , the family of odd-like m-adic 
residue codes of class I. The same two families of codes result no matter which 
primitive pth root of unity y is chosen. We calculate that 
Cit?q= (LCM(gi(X),gj(x)}) = (~‘-1) = (0) (i#tj), (2.6) 
C,+C,+...+C,,_,=(GCD{g,(x),g,(x),...,g,,_,(x)})=(x-l)=E. (2.7) 
We also calculate that 




Moreover, the coordinate permutation ,uE cyclically permutes the sets 
Ro,R,,..., 
Cm-,: 
R,,,- I and hence cyclically permutes C,,, C,, . . . , C,_, and co, c,, . . . , 
&(C,) = ci+lv Pc(Ci) = G+l (i=O,l,..., m - 1 (mod m)). (2.10) 
Now let 
Di= ((X-l)gi(X)) =CiflE (i=O, l,...,m-1), (2.11) 
Then Di is even-like, 4 is odd-like, and Di and 4 are complementary cyclic codes 
(i = 0, 1, . . . , m - 1). Moreover, 
dimQ=P-l- c, dimQ= P-l +l 
m m 
(i=O,l,...,m-1). (2.13) 
We call DO,D1, . . . . D,,_, the family of even-like m-adic residue codes of class II 
(over GF(q) of length p), and call the family &&t, . . . , &_ I the family of odd- 
like m-adic residue codes of class II. It follows that 
Di+Dj=E (i#j), (2.14) 
D,,nD,n..-nD,n_, = (0); (2.15) 
also, 
DiflZJ = MO (i # j), (2.16) 
&+S, + *** +&_I = V. (2.17) 
The coordinate permutation pu, also cyclically permutes Do, DI, . . . , D,, _ I and 
&a t, . . . , &__, . We also note that Ci is the complementary cyclic code of Di 
relative to E, and that Bi+Ci= V, QnCi=iVZa (Oli=m-1). 
Let ei(X) be the idempotent of Ci. Then the idempotents of Ci, Di, and 4 are, 
respectively, 
1 - ei(X), 1 - ih(..Y) - ei(X), ei(X) + ih(X) (OIism-1). 
In the case of quadratic residue codes (m = 2), we have 
Co = D, , CI = Do, co = Bl, c, =a(), 
and hence the two families of I-adic residue codes coincide. 
The following lemma is needed in our proof of the main characterization 
theorem. 
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Lemma 2.1. Let g(x) = n ke * tx- y k, be the generator polynomial of a cyclic code 
C of length n over GF(q), and let a be an integer elatively prime to n. Then the 
generator polynomial of the code Cl= p,(C) is 
g’(x) = n (x- yj). 
~~.&-‘w/) 
Proof. Since pJf(x)g(x)) =pJf(x))p,(g(x)), the polynomial t(x) = ?r,(g(x)) =g(x”) 
generates the code C’ but need not be the generator polynomial g’(x) of C’. The 
roots of t(x) which are of the form yj (j = 0, 1, . . . , n - 1) are precisely the roots of 
g’(x). Let k E 4%. Then 0 =g(vk) =g((v”-‘k)a) = t(y”-lk) and hence ya-‘k is a root of 
g’(x). Conversely, suppose t(yj) = 0. Then g(v”j) = 0 and ajcz 4X Hence aj = k for 
some k~%. It follows that the roots of g’(x) are {yj: Jo X,-I(&)). Cl 
The following theorem characterizes the family of even-like m-adic residue codes 
of class I. A characterization of each of the other three families follows in a similar 
way. 
Theorem 2.2. Let q be an m-adic residue module p. A family {C& C;, . . . 9 Ch _ , } 
of cyclic codes over GF(q) of length p is the family of even-like m-adic residue codes 
of class I if and only if: 
there exists an aE G such that Ha generates G/H and pa 
cyclically permutes { C& C;, . . . , CA _ I } ; (2.18) 
C;fl Cj’= (0) (i #j); (2.19) 
C;+C;+ .a. +C;_, = E. (2.20) 
Proof. Suppose {C& C;, . . . , Ch_, ] is a family of cyclic codes over GF(q) of length 





The sets R’ R’ 0, 1, . . . , Rh_ , are unions of q-cyclotomic osets modulo p. It follows 
from (2.18) that IRhj = IR;j = .a. = /Rh._, I, and from Lemma 2.1 and (2.18) that p, 
cyclically permutes {R&R;, . . . . Rk_ ,}. It follows from (2.19) and (2.20) that 
R&R;, . . . . Rh_, is a partition of (1,2,..., p - 11. Since Ha generates G/H, the 
nonzero q-cyclotomic osets modulo p are (H, Ha, . -. , Ha’-’ } and p. cyclically per- 
mutes {H, Ha, . . . , Ha’-‘}. Since q is an m-adic residue, the set of m-adic residues 
modulo p is 
Q = {H, Ha’“, . . . . Ha”(‘-‘)I, 
where t =(p- l)/(ms). Moreover, the cosets of Q in G are (Ro,R,, . . ..R.,,_,) = 
(Q,Qa,...,Qa”‘-’ > and ~1, cyclically permutes { RO, RI, . . . , R,,,_ I } . It now follows 
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that {R,,R,, . . . . R,_,} = {R&R;, . . . . Rk_t) and (C&C;, . . . . CL-,) is the family of 
odd-like m-adic residue codes of class I. 
The converse follows from (2.6), (2.7) and (2.10). Cl 
There is an equivalent form of Theorem 2.2 which refers to the idempotents of 
cyclic codes. 
Corollary 2.3. Let q be an m-adic residue modulo p. A family {e;(x), e;(x), .. . , 
eh_ ,(x)} of idempotents i the family of idempotents of the family of even-like m- 
adic residue codes of class I if and only if: 
there exists an a E G such that Ha generates G/H and pL, cycli- 
cally permutes { ei (x), e; (x), . . . , ek _ 1 (x) } ; (2.21) 
e;(x)ej(x) = 0 (i + j); (2.22) 
e;(x) + e;(x) + --- +eh_,(x) = l- th(x). (2.23) 
For the characterization i  terms of idempotents of the other three families of m- 
adic residue codes, the relations (2.22) and (2.23) need to be replaced by: 
odd-like, class I: 
e;(x) + e;(x) - ei(x)ej(x) = 1 (i f j), 
e&x)e;(x)~.-e~_l(x) = $h(x), 
even-like, class II: 
e;(x) + e;(x) - e;(x)ej(x) = l- bh(x) (i +A, 
e~(x)e;(x)~--eh_t(x) = 0, 
odd-like, class II: 
(2.24) 
(2.25) 
e,f(x)ej(x) =b”(x) (i #:j), 




We remark that if a E Q, then pu, fixes the generator polynomial of each m-adic 
residue code. Since lu, acts as an automorphism of R,, , pa acts as an automorphism 
of each m-adic reside, code. 
We conclude this section with a discussion of the idempotents of binary m-adic 
residue codes. Let q = 2, so that p is an odd prime. First suppose m = 2. Then 2 is 
a quadratic residue modulo p if and only if p = f l(mod 8). It is well known [2] that 
when p= l(mod 8), the even-like quadratic residue codes have idempotents 
c Xk, c xk, (2.27) 
keQ keQl 
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while the odd-like quadratic residue codes have idempotents 
1+ c xk, l+ c xk. (2.28) 
keQ keQi 
When p E - l(mod 8), the even-like quadratic residue codes have idempotents (2.28) 
while the odd-like quadratic residue codes have idempotents (2.27). 
Suppose m 2 3 and 2 is an m-adic residue modulo p. Let 
ei(x) = c Xk (2.29) 
keAi 
be the idempotent of the even-like m-adic residue code Ci of class I (Orirm - 1). 
Since e;(x) = ej(x), each Ai is the union of 2-cyclotomic osets modulo p. It follows 
from (2.23) that there exists aj with Osjsrn - 1 such that 1 rzAj and hence HcAj. 
It now follows from (2.21) that Aj is the union of some of the sets (0}, Qe, 
Q,,..., Q,,,...,  Hence by (2.21) again each of &,A,, . . ..A._, is the union of some 
of the sets {0}, QO, Q,, . . . , Qm_r and pa cyclically permutes (&,A,, . . ..A._,}. The 
idempotents for the other three families of m-adic residue codes are: 
odd-like, class I: 
4(X)= l+ej(x) (OIiIm-l), 
even-like, class II: 
A(x) = c xk, 
k E Bj 
(2.30) 
whereBi=(Aifl{O})U({l,...,p-l}\Ai) (Olilm-I), (2.31) 
odd-like, class II: 
j(x)= l+J;:(x) (OIirm-1). (2.32) 
Now suppose m = 3. Since p is odd, f(p - 1) is even and hence IQil is even for 
i=O,1,2. ThusO$Ai(i=0,1,2)and {Ao,A1,A2} iseither {Q0,Q,,Q2} or {QsUQ,, 
QI U Q2, QO U Q2 1. Because 
c xk+ c xk+ c xk=O f 
keQouQ1 kcQluQz kaQouQ2 
it follows that the idempotents of the even-like family of binary cubic residue codes 
of class I are in some order 
c xk, c xk, c xk 
kEQo keQl keQz 
(2.33) 
and hence the idempotents of the even-like family of class II are in some order 
c Xk, c Xk, c Xk. 
keQoUQ1 keQlUQz keQoUQ2 
(2.34) 
The idempotents of the two families of odd-like binary cubic residue codes are ob- 
tained, respectively, by adding 1 to the idempotents of (2.33) and (2.34). 
Finally suppose m = 4. Then the only possibilities for {Ao,A1,A2,A3) and 
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{Bo,4,&331 are 
(Qo*, Q;“, Q& Q% (2.35) 
{Q~~Q,,Q,UQ*,Q~UQ~,QOUQ~), (2.36) 
~Q~*UQ~*UQ~*,Q:UQ~*UQ~*,QO*UQ~*UQ~*,QO*UQIXUQ~*}, (2-W 
where QT= Qi if ]Qil is even and Qj” = Qi U (0) if 1 Qil is odd (i = 0, 1,2,3). We can- 
not have (2.36) since it implies that the two families of even-like quartic residue 
codes are identical. Thus the idempotents of the two families of even-like binary 
quartic residue codes are (2.35) and (2.37). When p= 73 and when p= 89, (2.37) 
determines the idempotents for the even-like family of class I and (2.35) determines 
the idempotents for the even-like family of class II. When p = 113, the situation is 
reversed. 
3. Polyadic codes 
Let m be an integer with m L 2. An m-adic family of even-like codes of class I 
(over GF(q) of length n) is a family Co, C,, . . . , C,,,_ I of distinct cyclic codes 
satisfying 
there exists an integer a relatively prime to n such that 1(~, 
cyclically permutes {Co, Cr , . . . , C, _ r } ; (3.1) 
there exists a cyclic code F in V such that Cjfl Cj= F (i #j); (3.2) 
co+c,+-~+c,_, =E. (3.3) 
It follows from (3.2) and (3.3) that Co, Cr, . . . . C,,,_r and Fare even-like. We refer 
to each of the codes Co, C,, . . . , C,,,_, as m-adic codes. 
Let Co,C1,..., C,_, be an m-adic family of even-like codes of class I satisfying 
(3.1)-(3.3). Suppose that the dimension of Ci is k (Osicm - 1) and the dimension 
of F is 1. Then it follows from [5] that 
n-l = mk-(m-1)1. (3.4) 
We define three other families of cyclic codes as follows: 
- Ci is the complementary cyclic code of Cj with dim Cj = n - k (OS is m - 1); 
- Dj is the complementary cyclic code of Cj relative to E with dim Di = n - 1 - k 
(Olilm-1); 
- Di is the complementary cyclic code of Di with dim Bi = k + 1 (05 is m - 1). 
Properties of these families of codes are given in the next three lemmas. 
Lemma 3.1. ‘The family co, e,, . . . , c,,,_  consists of odd-like codes satisfying : 
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lu, cyclically permutes {CO,~I,...,~m_l}; (3.5) 
Ci + Cj = fi (i # j) where fi is the (odd-like) complementary c clic 
code of F; (3.6) 
~on~,W~~,_, =M,. (3.7) 
Proof. Since C’i is the complementary cyclic code of the even-like code Ci, ci is 
odd-like (05 icm - l), and (3.5) follows from (3.1). Since 
C$i@= c+c (i#j), 
~~~_,=~~ne,n...n~~_,, 
(3.6) and (3.7) follow from (3.2) and (3.3). 0 
A family cc, e,, . . . . &_r of odd-like cyclic codes satisfying (3.9) for some a 
relatively prime to n, (3.6) for some odd-like cyclic code fl, and (3.7) is called an 
m-adic family of odd-like codes of class I (over GF(q) of length n). 
For a relatively prime to n, pa fixes E and MO. The next two lemmas now follow 
using an argument similar to that in the proof of Lemma 3.1. 
Lemma 3.2. The family Do, D1, . . . , D,,, _ , consists of even-like codes satisfying: 
pa cyclically permutes {Da, D,, . . . , D,,, _ , > , (3.8) 
Di+ Dj = F* (i #j) where F* is the (even-like) complementary 
cyclic code of F relative to E; (3.9) 
DonD, n . . . no,_, = (0). (3.10) 
Lemma 3.3. The family Z&D ,, . . . , fi,,, _ I consists of odd-like codes satisfying : 
pu, cyclically permutes {Do, D,, . . . , B,, _ 1 > ; (3.11) 
Dr fI Dj = E*, where @* is the (odd-like) complementary c clic 
code of F*; (3.12) 
D()+S, + .*. +&_, = V. (3.13) 
A family DO,D1,..., D,,,_, of even-like cyclic codes satisfying (3.8) for some a 
relatively prime to n, (3.9) for some even-like cyclic code F*, and (3.10) is called 
an m-adic family of even-like codes of class II. A family De, D,, . . . , &_ I of odd- 
like cyclic codes satisfying (3.11) for some a relatively prime to n, (3.12) for some 
odd-like cyclic code fi*, and (3.13) is called an m-adic family of odd-like codes of 
class II. We call each of the four families of cyclic codes defined above a polyadic 
family of cyclic codes. We note that the families of m-adic residue codes of prime 
length defined in the previous section are polyadic families of codes where F= (0) 
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(and hence E= V, F* = E, and P* = MO) and Ha generates G/H. 
Let e&x), e,(x), . . . , e,_r(x) be the idempotents, respectively, of an m-adic family 
of even-like codes of class I. Then the idempotents of the three corresponding m- 
adic families of codes defined above are: 
odd-like, class I: 
&i(x)= 1-ei(x) (Olilm-1), 
even-like, class II: 
1 
J(x)= l-ej(x)--h(x) (Olirm-1), 
n 
odd-like, class II: 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
A(x)=ih(x)+e,(x) (Olirm-1). (3.14) 
Each of the four families of m-adic codes can be characterized by then idem- 
potents. The characterization given below follows from (1.1) and (1.2) and the fact 
that p0 acts as an automorphism of R,, when a is relatively prime to n. 
The idempotents cc(x), et(x), .. . , e,_ r(x) are the idempotents of 
an m-adic family of even-like codes of class I if and only if there 
is an integer a relative prime to n such that p0 cyclically per- 
mutes {es(x), e,(x), .. . , e, _ r(x)> and 
(i) ei(x)ei(x) is the same for all i #j, 
(ii) et(x) + el (x) + --. +e,._r(x)-(m-l)es(x)e,(x)---em-r(x) = 
1 - (l/n)h(x). (3.17) 
Properties 3.17(i) and 3.17(ii) directly above imply that eO(0), e,(x), . . . , em _ , (x) 
are even-like. 
The idempotents &o(x), g,(x), .. . , c?, _ , (x) are the idempotents of 
an m-adic family of odd-like codes of class I if and only if there 
is an integer a relatively prime to n such that p0 cyclically per- 
mutes {&o(x), Cr (x), . . . , em _ 1 (x)] and 
(i) ~j(x)+~Jx)-6i(x)~~(x) is the same for all i#j, 
(ii) ~?~(x)@r(x)-~~~?~_.,(x) = (l/n)h ). (3.18) 
Properties (i) and (ii) directly above imply that &&o(x), Z,(x), .. . , G,_ 1(x) are 
odd-like. 
The idempotents f (x),fr (x), . . . , f,_ *(x) are the idempotents of 
an m-adic family of even-like codes of class II if and only if 
there is an integer a such that pU cyclically permutes { fo(x), 
f,(x), . . ..fm.-.dx)~ and 
(i) J(x)+$(x)-A( is the same for all i#j, 
(ii) fdx)fl (x) --f,- 1 (x) = 0. (3.19) 
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The idempotents j&), jr (x), . . . ,fm _ , (x) are the idempotents of 
an m-adic family of odd-like codes of class II if and only if there 
is an integer a such that pa cyclically permutes (j?,(x),~t (x), . . . , 
.&dxH and 
(i) &x).&x) is the same for all i #j, 
(ii) AAx) +A (x) + s.. +~~_,(~)-(m-l)_&(x)~,(x)~~~~~_,(~)=1. (3.20) 
The even-like duadic codes define in [3,6,7] are the even-like codes of class I 
resulting from (3.18) by taking m =2 and er(x)ez(x)=O. The corresponding odd- 
like codes of class I are the odd-like duadic codes of [3,6,7]. In this case the class 
I family coincides with the class II family. When m= 3 in (3.17) and (3.18) we ob- 
tain, respectively, the even-like triadic codes and the odd-like triadic codes defined 
in [5]. 
We now characterize polyadic families of cyclic codes in terms of cyclotomic 
cosets and generator polynomials. It reduces the question of existence of polyadic 
families (but not their construction) to calculation in the ring B, of integers modulo 
n. We denote by y a primitive nth root of unity in an extension field of GF(q). 
Theorem 3.4. Let C,,, C,, . . . , C,,,_ r be a family of distinct cyclic codes in R,, , and 
suppose that gi(X) is the generator polynomial of Ci where 
gi(x)=BpW(~-yk) (OIiSm-1). 
I 
Then CO, C,, . . . , C,,,_ i is an m-adic family of even-like codes of class I if and 
only if: 
there is an integer b relatively prime to n such that &, cyclically 
permutes (%?JO,%V1,...,@~_l); (3.21) 
%iU %j is the sacne for ail i f j; (3.22) 
+qnq n . . . nam_, = (0). (3.23) 
Proof. Theorem 3.4 is a straightforward consequence of the definition of an m-adic 
family of even-like codes of class I, Lemma 2.1, (l.l), and (1.2). 0 
Similar characterizations exist for the other three families of m-adic codes. For 
instance, in the case of an m-adic family of even-like codes of class II, (3.22) is 
replaced by 
%ifl ‘&j is the same for all i #j, (3.24) 
and (3.23) is replaced by 
4i(oW4Y~U~~-U4?&_I = {O,l,..., n-l). (3.25) 
We now take n equal to a prime p and we obtain necessary and sufficient condi- 
tions on k and 1 in order that there exist an m-adic family of even-like codes of class 
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I having dimension equal to k and pairwise intersections with dimension equal 
to 1. By (3.4), k and 1 must satisfy 
p-l = mk-(m-1)1. (3.26) 
As before we let s be the order of q modulo p and let r = (p - 1)/s, the index of 
the subgroup H generated by q in the multiplicative group G of nonzero elements 
of GF(p). 
Lemma 3.5. Suppose m 1 (p - 1). Then q is an m-adic residue module p if and only 
if m 1 r. 
Proof. The set Q of m-adic residues of G forms a subgroup of G of order 
(p - 1)/m. Since G is cyclic, H 5 Q if and only if the order of H divides the order 
of Q. Since H has order s= (p- 1)/r, the result now follows. Cl 
We call a pair k, I of nonnegative integers feasible provided k and I satisfy (3.26), 
k>l, and both k and I are multiples of s. 
Theorem 3.6. There exists an m-adic family C,, Cl, . . . , C,,,_ r of even-like cyclic 
codes of class I over GF(q) of length p such that dim Ci = k (Or is m - 1) and 
dim(ConC1n...nC,_,)=I if and only if: 
m I (p-1); (3.27) 
the pair k, 1 is feasible; (3 -28) 
q is an m-adic residue modulo p. (3.29) 
Proof. First suppose that there is a family Cc, Cr, . . . . C,_, of codes having the 
properties in the statement of Theorem 3.6. Since Ce,Ct, . . ..Cm_r are distinct, 
k>f. Since the nonzero q-cyclotomic osets modulo p have cardinality equal to s 
and the Ci are even-like of dimension k, k and 1 are multiples of s. As previously 
noted, (3.26) is satisfied. Hence (3.28) holds. By Theorem 3.4 there exists a family 
%,+%, . . . . %&,_r of sets which are unions of some of the nonzero q-cyclotomic 
cosets modulo p such that (3.21), (3.22), and (3.23) hold. Since &, cyclically per- 
mutes the nonzero q-cyclotomic osets modulo p, (&)‘= 1. Since fib acts cyclically 
on %,@t,..., am__ 1, m 1 r. Since p - 1 = rs, it follows that m 1 (p - 1). Hence (3.27) 
holds and Lemma 3.5 implies that (3.29) also holds. 
Now suppose that (3.27), (3.28), and (3.29) hold. 
Since (3.28) holds, kl = k/s and 1, =1/s are integers. It follows from (3.27), (3.29) 
and Lemma 3.5, that m I r and thus rl = r/m is an integer. Since p - 1 = rs, we ob- 
tain from (3.28) that 
r=mkl-(m-l)Z1. 
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Since m 1 r, it now follows that 12=l,/m is an integer. 
Let a E G have the property that Ha generates G/H. Then as remarked in Section 
1 (see (1.7)) the minimal ideals different from MO can be ordered M,, M2, . . . , M, so 
that pu,(Mj)=Mj+, (i= 1, . . ..r (modr)). Now let 
Then 
Define 




m n m m m 
by (3.28). Since (J# = pdl cyclically permutes Ce, C,, . . . , C, _ , , Co, C,, . . . , C, _ , is 
an m-adic family of even-like codes of class I with the required dimension proper- 
ties. Cl 
We remark that every m-adic family of even like codes of class I over GF(q) of 
length p can b; obtained by a construction like that used in the proof of Theorem 
3.6. The number of such families depends only on m and r. In addition, the number 
of families no two of which are equivalent by a pU can also be computed as a func- 
tion of m and r. 
We conclude with a simple example of a 4-adic family of even-like codes of class 
I not consisting of 4-adic residue codes. 
Let q = 16 and n = q - 1 = 15. Let y be a primitive element of GF( 16). The nonzero 
16-cyclotomic osets modulo 15 are { 1 ), (2}, . . . , ( 14). The permutation r(~~ : i + 
2i(mod 15) (i = 1,2, .. . ,14) has three cycles of cardinality 4, and one cycle of car- 
dinality 2, namely { 1,2,4,8}, (3,6,X2,9}, (7,14,13, II}, and (5,lO). Hence cl2 
cyclically permutes 
Let 
A0 = ( 1,3,7,5,10), AI = (56,14,5,10), 




nkeAi (x_yk) (j= 4 1*2Y3), 
Ci = (gi(X)) (i = 0,1,2,3). 
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C,+C,+C,+C,=E. 
Because cc2 cyclically permutes CO, C,, C2, C3, it follows that C,,, C,, C2, C, is a 
4-adic family of even-like codes of class I over GF(16) of length 15. 
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